
Grace House - Campus Ministry
(based on the campus of Georgia Tech)

Grace, mercy, and peace to you from our Risen Savior, Jesus the Christ,

“My faith is like shifting sand
Changed by every wave

My faith is like shifting sand
So I stand on grace”

-Caedmon’s Call

As I sat down to begin my report this year, these words from Caedmon’s Call
have been reverberating in my head.  For the better part of 2 years it has felt as if the
very ground below us has been unsettled and shifting in unexpected ways.  I remember
a call in the early stages of the pandemic that the Bishop held with rostered leaders in
the Synod.  During the conversation the Bishop mentioned that even though ministry in
a pandemic is not what any of us were prepared to do, ministry in the unknown, in such
a time as this, is exactly what the Spirit called us to.  Those words have been spinning
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through my head since I heard them and have continued to remind me of the calling of
faith.

As the ground has been shifting underneath us all, Grace House has reminded
committed to accompanying and advocating for students on campus, sharing the Good
News of the Gospel, helping students take their next faithful step towards the divine,
providing the community with opportunities to live out their faith in praxis and providing a
space for the weak and weary to find rest.  It feels as if this work takes a new shape and
form everyday depending on where the Spirit is calling us and the realities of doing
ministry in a global pandemic.  This certainly has been challenging, and at times feels
like one step forward, two steps backwards, or at least two steps to the side; however
the calling of the Gospel is not guaranteed to always be up.  However, as a colleague of
mine told me during C.P.E. “If we trusted that the Spirit has led and guided us up to this
point, we have to have the same faith, trust and hope going forward as well.”  If that
doesn’t preach I don’t know what will.

Over the course of the pandemic our students have helped us define our core
values at Grace House (radical love, inclusive justice and safe inquiry)  and to live into
them.  These three values permanent the work that we do on campus and hopefully
inspires those we encounter to find ways to work them into their lives.  These values do
not stand on their own but overlap and dance with one another, the work we do through
our food pantry and mutual aid reflects our radical love and inclusive justice.  This past
year Grace House received the the 2022 Dr. Aby L. Parsons' Advocacy in Action Award
from the LGBTQIA Resource Center for our work on campus.  Grace House continues
to help students explore their faith, we support students in taking the next most faithful
step towards the Divine, while leaning into the gray areas of the world and asking
questions.  We have encountered all three of our values in our spiritual practices of
faith, especially in worship where all three of our values come together, we hear of
God’s radical love for creation, we hear of God’s calling to us to work for inclusive
justice and it is a time to come together as a community wrestle with and ask questions
of ourselves, our community and our Creator.  It has been a year of growth for us and
for the first time since I arrived on campus a student core ready to take this ministry to
the next level.

As we look toward the fall and a new semester, hope abounds for the witness to
the Gospel that we will be able to carry out on campus.  As we emerge from one stage
of the Covid-19 pandemic and enter into a new one I am reminded again and again how
this is exactly where we are meant to be, serving as advocates, examples and
witnesses to the faith in not just word by deed.  We are saying goodbye to our dear
friend and partner in ministry Kat Folk, reimagining our connection to congregations in
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the Synod, developing new fundraising strategies and practices, and recontextualizing
our relationship with the Episcopal Campus Ministry at Georgia Tech and our other
campuses.  Please continue to keep us and students everywhere in your prayers,
connect with us, and stop by for coffee some Thursday afternoon.  There are many in
the world that are better with words than I am so I will leave you with this quote…

“I don’t know what the future may hold, but I know who holds the future.”
–Ralph Abernathy

We do not know where the Spirit will call us next but I know the Spirit is calling us all into
the future, so let’s go together in faith.

In Peace
Pastor Andrew Fritz Rickel
Grace House
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